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The results of electronic structure studies aimed at establishing an accurate theoretical value for the electron
affinity of are reported. The minimum energy structures for and are found to be inÑuenced byCO3 CO3 CO3~
the same symmetry breaking e†ects that have plagued the structure determination of the isoelectronic NO3`
and species. Although both the planar and minimum energy structures are found for bothNO3 C2v D3h CO3
and and the di†erence in energy between these two structures is highly dependent on the theoreticalCO3~,
method, it is proposed that the true minimum energy structure for each species is the structure, while theD3h

structure is believed to be a spurious result that is due to symmetry breaking e†ects. The electron affinityC2v
for was calculated with a number of high accuracy methods, resulting in electron affinities rangingCO3
between 3.85 to 4.08 eV. These values are signiÐcantly higher than some experimental estimates but are in
better agreement with more recent experimental results. The thermodynamic feasibility of potential chemical
ionization mass spectrometric (CIMS) detection schemes for hydrogen peroxide and methyl(H2O2)
hydroperoxide using and ionization schemes is also evaluated. An adapted(CH3OOH) CO3~ CO3~(H2O)
version of G2MS theory was used for calculation of structures and thermodynamic properties of all relevant
species for the study of the CIMS schemes. Several thermodynamically feasible chemicalCO3~(H2O)

n
ionization schemes for the detection of and are identiÐed thus indicating thatH2O2 CH3OOH CO3~(H2O)

n
CIMS may be a general and selective method for the detection of atmospherically relevant peroxides.

Introduction

The radical anion has been the subject of numerousCO3~investigations, in part due to its role as a terminal ion (i.e.,
relatively stable) in the chemistry of the atmosphere.1 Chantry
et al. characterized formed from photoirradiation ofCO3~using EPR and visible absorption techniques,2 andKHCO3Serway and Marshall used EPR techniques to investigate the
structure of in calcite crystals.3 Chantry et al. foundCO3~evidence for a planar structure for while SerwayC2v CO3~,
and Marshall found evidence for both and localC2v D3hgeometries, thus suggesting that the crystal environ-CO3~ment plays a role in the local structure of Jacox andCO3~.
Milligan used infrared absorption techniques to investigate

in an argon matrix4 and also found that their resultsCO3~were more consistent with a structure. However the sameC2vauthors pointed out that also assumes a localNO3~ C2vgeometry in argon matrices, while it is well-established that
the bare ion has symmetry. has been studiedNO3~ D3h CO3~in the gas phase through photodissociation experiments ;5h7
however there are several excited electronic states present in
the spectra which complicate interpretation of the ground
state geometry. Early theoretical work using extended Huckel
and INDO molecular orbital methods8 and HartreeÈFock
(HF) ab initio techniques9 predicted a planar ground stateC2vgeometry for However, more recent work performedCO3~.
by Snodgrass et al. using second order (MP2)MÔllerÈPlesset
perturbation theory resulted in a ground state geometry.7D3hTherefore, it is clear the previous experimental and theoretical
work has not resulted in a consensus Ðnding for the structure
of CO3~.

The molecule has been investigated in connection withCO3its potential role in combustion processes. In particular, it has

been postulated that plays a role in theCO3 CO2-mediated
quenching of excited state oxygen atoms.10 Similar matrix iso-
lation studies on as those described above forCO3 CO3~have concluded that also assumes a geometry.11h13CO3 C2vEarly theoretical studies supported the experimentally derived

structure,8,14h20 but more recent correlated treatmentsC2vhave favored the structure.10,21h23 Therefore, there existsD3ha similar level of uncertainty concerning the structure of the
as there is concerning the structure ofCO3 CO3~.

Similar issues have been investigated for the radicalNO3(isoelectronic to as theoretical methods have producedCO3~),
conÑicting results on the relative stability of andC2v D3hstructures for Ðfteen years. Recently, Eisfeld and Morokuma
demonstrated that the existence of a minimum for isC2v NO3an artifact caused by an inadequate approximation to the
electronic Schrodinger equation.24 In particular, the HF
approximation can lead to lower energy ““ symmetry-brokenÏÏ
solutions that lead to distorted equilibrium geometries. Eisfeld
and MorokumaÏs study conÐrmed the suspicions of earlier
workers in showing that previous theoretical work on NO3was inÑuenced by symmetry breaking e†ects, as these e†ects
dominate HF results, but the e†ects are masked by MP2 per-
turbation theory electron correlation treatments (which over-
estimate the resonance stabilization of the structure), thusD3hleading to the contradictory theoretical results. Miller and
Francisco have also recently investigated symmetry breaking
e†ects in the calculated structure for which is iso-NO3`,25
electronic to CO3 .

The electron affinity has been measured using aCO3variety of experimental techniques ; however these results are
spread among a relatively wide range of values (from 2.69È
3.48 eV).6,7,26h31 To our knowledge, there have been no pre-
vious computational investigations of the electron affinity of
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Therefore, in this study, the ground state structures ofCO3 .
and are carefully investigated as part of theCO3 CO3~process in determining the Ðrst theoretical value for the elec-

tron affinity of CO3 .
CIMS has recently been shown to have much promise for

the detection of species such as peroxides that are difficult to
measure with optical approaches. Both hydrogen peroxide
and methyl hydroperoxide are important atmospheric species
by virtue of their role as reservoirs of hydrogen oxide (HO

x
)

free radical species which play roles in such processes as
stratospheric ozone depletion, tropospheric smog formation
and acid rain.32 In particular, Reiner et al. have investigated
the reaction of with in a laboratory settingCO3~(H2O) H2O2in order to elucidate the identity of ions detected during an
aircraft-borne CIMS study of other atmospheric species.33
Previous work in our laboratory has involved the develop-
ment of CIMS detection schemes for andH2O2 CH3OOH
using as the reagent ion.34 Electronic structure cal-F~(H2O)

nculations were performed to predict the thermodynamic feasi-
bility of these reactions and experimental studies were
performed to verify these predictions. Thermodynamics calcu-
lations also supported the feasibility of CIMS detection of

using as the reagent ion,34 and thisCH3OOH H3O`(H2O)
nresult has been recently veriÐed experimentally in our labor-

atory.35
As mentioned above, Reiner et al. found that CO3~(H2O)

can be used to detect via the formation of two stableH2O2ionic products through the following proposed reactions :33
CO3~(H2O)] H2O2 ] CO3~(H2O2)] H2O (1)

CO3~(H2O)] H2O2 ] O2~(H2O)] CO2 ] H2O (2)

Aircraft-borne measurement of trace gas species in the lower
stratosphere using resulted in detection of ions atCO3~(H2O)
94 and 50 u, which were proposed to correspond to the
species and respectively.33 AnCO3~(H2O2) O2~(H2O),
advantage in using reagent ion CIMS overCO3~(H2O)

reagent ion CIMS is that the ion isF~(H2O)
n

CO3~(H2O)
naturally prevalent in the atmosphere. Thus, the use of in situ

CIMS techniques is particularly appealing. InCO3~(H2O)
this study, thermodynamic calculations are performed to
investigate the thermodynamic feasibility of reactions (1) and
(2) as well as to investigate the reactions of hydrogen peroxide
with bare and the potential extension of these detectionCO3~techniques to in order to investigate the generalityCH3OOH
of the CIMS detection method for peroxides.CO3~(H2O)

n

Computational methods

and structure and energy calculationsCO
3

CO
3
—

HF, MP2 perturbation theory, Becke3-Lee-Yang-Parr
(B3LYP) density functional theory (DFT),36 and coupled
cluster (CCSD and CCSD(T))37,38 calculations were per-
formed using the GAUSSIAN 98 suite of programs.39 Com-
plete active space self-consistent Ðeld (CASSCF)40 and
multi-reference conÐguration interaction (MRCI)41 calcu-
lations were performed using the MOLPRO 2000 program
package.42 Structure optimization and harmonic frequency
calculations were carried out using B3LYP, MP2 and
CCSD(T) methods and the split-valence 6-31]G(d) basis set.
Additional energy calculations (on MP2/6-31]G(d) opti-
mized structures) were performed with the HF, MP2, CCSD,
CCSD(T) and state-averaged CASSCF/MRCI (with Davidson
correction) methods using DunningÏs correlation consistent
valence double- (cc-pVDZ) and triple-zeta basis sets (cc-
pVTZ) as well as those basis sets augmented with di†use func-
tions (aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-VTZ, respectively).43 HF and
MP2 energy calculations were also performed using a valence
quadruple-zeta basis (cc-pVQZ) as well as a di†use function-
augmented set (aug-cc-pVQZ).

A full valence space CASSCF calculation is prohibitive for
both (22 electrons and 16 orbitals) and (23 elec-CO3 CO3~trons and 16 orbitals). Therefore, for calculations on ground
state a 14 electron, 10 orbital complete activeD3h CO3 (1A1@ ),space (CAS) was chosen for use in the CASSCF/MRCI
method. The orbitals corresponding to the 1s and 2s orbitals
on carbon and oxygen (the lowest 6 and 2 orbitals in thea1 b1Abelian subgroup, were deÐned as frozen-core orbitals,C2v)and the next highest 3 3 3 and 1 orbitalsa1, b1, b2 a2(comprising the rest of the valence space) were deÐned as the
CAS. Active spaces with an additional or orbitala1, b1, b2 a2were investigated, but the reference coefficients indicated there
was no signiÐcant contribution (\0.05) to the main conÐgu-
ration from excitations to these states. A similar 15 electron,
10 orbital CAS was chosen for calculations on ground state
D3h CO3~ (2A2@ ).The G2 and modiÐed G2MS (described below) model
chemistry methods were also used to carry out energy calcu-
lations for and In order to calculate standard (1CO3 CO3~.
atm, 298 K) thermodynamic values, vibrational frequencies
recovered from MP2/6-31]G(d) calculations were used in
conjunction with statistical thermodynamic methods. Electron
affinities were calculated from the standard enthalpies of D3handCO3 CO3~.

ModiÐed G2MS method for chemical ionization reaction
energetics

For consideration of the proposed chemical ionization reac-
tions, the energies of the relevant species were calculated using
an adapted version of the G2MS compound method,44 a
variation on G2 theory.45 G2 theory utilizes a series of rela-
tively low-level calculations that are combined in order to
determine the equilibrium geometry and total energy.
Although usually quite accurate, the G2 method is relatively
expensive. The geometry is optimized at the MP2/6-31G(d)
level, thus substantially limiting the size of molecules on which
calculations can be done. The G2MS method, on the other
hand, calculates the molecular geometry at the B3LYP/6-
31G(d) level36 leading to substantial savings in computational
resources and allowing for application to systems containing
up to ten heavy atoms, much larger than possible with the G2
method.44 Also, whereas the G2 method includes nine di†er-
ent calculations, the G2MS method only uses Ðve calcu-
lations. Most of the G2MS calculations are similar to G2
calculations, however the basis set used for a given electron
correlation level is typically slightly smaller for G2MS making
G2MS less expensive without much compromising reliability.
Additionally, we have adapted the G2MS method such that
the geometry was optimized using the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level
of theory (B3LYP/6-31]G(d,p) for anions). This adaptation
allows for slightly more accurate results for the hydrogen-
containing species. The vibrational frequencies were obtained
from analytical derivatives calculated at this same level of
theory and each stationary point was conÐrmed as a potential
energy minimum by inspection of the calculated frequencies.
To calculate the overall energy of the optimized structure, a
base energy calculation was performed at the CCSD(T)/6-
31G(d) level (CCSD(T)/6-31]G(d) for anions). A series of
additive corrections (to correct for basis set e†ects) were then
performed in order to simulate a CCSD(T)/6311]G(2df,2p)
level calculation. The overall energy expression for the
adapted G2MS scheme is deÐned as

E(G2MS)\ E[CCSD(T)/6-31G(d)]

] E[MP2/6-311]G(2df,2p)]

[ E[MP2/6-31G(d)]] HLC (3)

where HLC is an empirically deÐned correction term with
where and are the number of a and bHLC\An

a
] Bn

b
n

a
n

b
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electrons, respectively. The constants A and B are deÐned as
6.06 and 0.19 mH, respectively. For all steps, di†use basis sets
were used for anions. Additionally, the enthalpy and Gibbs
energy for each molecule were calculated by addition of the
appropriate energy correction term (recovered from statistical
thermodynamic calculations as described above for andCO3to the above energy expression.CO3~)

Validation calculations to establish quantitative accuracy

In order to estimate the quantitative accuracy of our G2MS
results, several benchmark calculations were performed : the
ionization potential of electron affinity of protonO2 , NO2 ,
affinity of Ñuoride affinity of HCl and heat of hydrationH2O,
of both and These thermodynamic values wereO2~ CO3~.
chosen because of the existence of accurate experimental ion
thermodynamic data and previous higher-level (G2) computa-
tional data for each of the species.

Results and discussion

Geometry optimizations for andCO
3

CO
3
—

Previous theoretical studies of and indicated theCO3 CO3~possibility of two equilibrium structures : a structure andD3ha planar structure with two long CÈO bonds and oneC2vshort CÈO bond (2L1S) and a bond angle of less than 120¡ for
the unique angle.7h10,23 Previous studies of the radicalNO3(isoelectronic to have also indicated the possibility of aCO3~)
planar structure with one long CÈO bond and two shortC2vCÈO bonds (1L2S) and a bond angle of greater than 120¡ for
the unique angle.46 We performed MP2/6-31]G(d) geometry
optimizations starting from the and the 2L1S and 1L2SD3hgeometries for both and For potentialC2v CO3 CO3~. CO3~,
energy minima were obtained for all three structures (as deter-
mined by inspection of the harmonic frequencies). However,
the 1L2S energy was found to be signiÐcantly higher than the
2L1S energy. Therefore, this structure was not considered
further. For the 1L2S structure optimized to theCO3 , D3hgeometry, but both the and 2L1S structures wereD3h C2vfound to be potential energy minima. Similar B3LYP/6-
31]G(d) geometry optimizations were performed for CO3and starting from the and 2L1S structures. InCO3~ D3h C2vthis case, both the and 2L1S structures were found toD3h C2vbe potential energy minima for but the 2L1S struc-CO3 , C2v

ture optimized to for This phenomenon has alsoD3h CO3~.
been observed for DFT optimizations for the isoelectronic

radical, but this result was initially attributed to a failureNO3of DFT.47 We will argue here, as Sherill et al. did in the case
of that this is evidence for a symmetry breaking e†ectNO3 ,48
in (i.e., the minimum is an artifact attributable toCO3~ C2vthe choice of the UHF wavefunctions). This point will be dis-
cussed further in a subsequent section devoted to symmetry
breaking e†ects.

The minimum energy structures for the and 2L1SD3h C2vgeometries of and found by each optimizationCO3 CO3~method are reported in Table 1 (R1 refers to the unique bond
on the symmetry axis, R2 refers to the equivalent bonds,C2and A1 refers to the angle between R1 and R2). The MP2/6-
31]G(d) structures for and are in excellentD3h C2v CO3agreement with the nearly identical MP2/6-31G(d) opti-
mizations for both geometries performed by Froese and
Goddard R\ 1.285 R1 \ 1.187 R2 \ 1.346(D3h : A� ; C2v : A� ,

A1 \ 142.7¡).10 The MP2/6-31]G(d) structure forA� , D3his also in excellent agreement with the nearly identicalCO3~MP2/6-311]G(d) optimization performed by Snodgrass et al.
(R\ 1.280 We are not aware of any previous theoreticalA� ).7
studies of structures for using correlated methodsC2v CO3~with which we may compare our results. The B3LYP and
CCSD(T) structure optimizations do not result in signiÐcantly
di†erent geometries from those obtained from the MP2
method for either the or structures for andC2v D3h CO3(with the exception of the lack of a minimum forCO3~ C2vusing DFT). The harmonic vibrational frequenciesCO3~obtained by each method are reported in Table 2.

Theoretical method and basis set e†ects on relative energies of
and structures for andC

2v
D

3h
CO

3
CO

3
—

The dependence of the relative energies of the andC2v D3hstructures for and as a function of theoreticalCO3 CO3~method and basis set was investigated by calculating the HF,
MP2, CCSD and CCSD(T) energies using DunningÏs double-,
triple- and quadruple- (for HF and MP2 calculations) zeta
basis sets as well as the same basis sets augmented with di†use
functions at the MP2/6-31G](d) optimized geometries. The
results are contained in Table 3. The energy di†erences
between the and structures for and as aD3h C2v CO3 CO3~function of basis set for the di†erent levels of theory are given
in Fig. 1 and 2, respectively. This data shows that the D3h

Table 1 Minimum energy structures for andCO3 CO3~

D3h C2vR R1 R2 A1
/A� /A� /A� /degrees

CO3 B3LYP/6-31]G(d) 1.2551 1.1795 1.3367 143.5
CO3 MP2/6-31]G(d) 1.2861 1.1883 1.3469 142.8
CO3 CCSD(T)/6-31]G(d) 1.2715 1.1884 1.3443 141.8
CO3~ B3LYP/6-31]G(d) 1.2779 collapses to D3hCO3~ MP2/6-31]G(d) 1.2855 1.2510 1.3050 127.2
CO3~ CCSD(T)/6-31]G(d) 1.2846 1.2601 1.3010 124.3

Table 2 Harmonic frequencies (in cm~1) for andCO3 CO3~

C2v symmetry A1 A1 A1 B1 B2 B2
CO3 MP2/6-31]G(d) 653 1080 2032 655 553 1105
CO3 B3LYP/6-31]G(d) 695 1127 2073 651 558 943
CO3~ MP2/6-31]G(d) 521 1085 1675 803 633 2881
CO3~ B3LYP/6-31]G(d) collapses to D3h
D3h symmetry E@ A2A A1@ E@
CO3 MP2/6-31]G(d) 637 703 993 3642
CO3 B3LYP/6-31]G(d) 292 751 1142 1532
CO3~ MP2/6-31]G(d) 724 791 1074 2616
CO3~ B3LYP/6-31]G(d) 376 819 1096 1295
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Table 3 Basis set and level of theory dependence of the energies (in for and using MP2/6-31]G(d) optimized geometriesEh) CO3 CO3~

aug- aug- aug-
cc-pVDZ cc-pVDZ cc-pVTZ cc-pVTZ cc-pVQZ cc-pVQZ

CO3 D3hHF [262.223 14 [263.241 84 [262.296 78 [262.300 69 [262.316 20 [262.317 32
MP2 [263.050 98 [263.109 98 [263.297 64 [263.318 28 [263.380 03 [263.389 12
CCSD [262.986 78 [263.040 16 [263.217 40 [263.235 52
CCSD(T) [263.043 45 [263.102 51 [263.292 11 [263.312 57
CASSCF/MRCI [263.757 88 [263.797 10 [262.899 44 [262.910 17

CO3 C2vHF [262.326 84 [262.344 88 [262.406 35 [262.409 50 [262.425 28 [262.426 11
MP2 [263.022 00 [263.077 43 [263.272 49 [263.291 88 [263.354 60 [263.363 23
CCSD [263.019 44 [263.072 01 [263.258 71 [263.276 50
CCSD(T) [263.048 04 [263.105 96 [263.303 38 [263.323 35

CO3~ D3hHF [262.450 05 [262.493 73 [262.539 31 [262.553 61 [262.564 79 [262.570 33
MP2 [263.138 36 [263.233 99 [263.410 64 [263.446 49 [263.503 56 [263.519 23
CCSD [263.126 16 [263.216 27 [263.386 40 [263.418 95
CCSD(T) [263.152 67 [263.250 53 [263.430 16 [263.466 60
CASSCF/MRCI [262.868 32 [262.939 16 [263.031 81 [263.055 94

CO3~ C2vHF [262.471 51 [262.510 58 [262.559 22 [262.571 09 [262.583 58 [262.587 81
MP2 [263.126 98 [263.220 41 [263.398 32 [263.433 49 [263.490 89 [263.506 29
CCSD [263.129 77 [263.218 30 [263.389 92 [263.421 79
CCSD(T) [263.152 59 [263.249 03 [263.429 56 [263.465 43

geometry is predicted to be the minimum energy structure for
both and at the MP2 level of theory, regardless ofCO3 CO3~the basis set used. This data also shows that the geometryC2vis predicted to be the minimum energy structure for both CO3

energy di†erences determined with severalFig. 1 CO3(D3h [ C2v)di†erent theoretical methods as function of increasing basis set size
(vnz : standard ; avnz : augmented correlation consistent basis set).

energy di†erences determined with severalFig. 2 CO3~(D3h [ C2v)di†erent theoretical methods as function of increasing basis set size
(vnz : standard ; avnz : augmented correlation consistent basis set).

and at the HF and CCSD levels of theory, regardless ofCO3~the basis set used. The CCSD(T) calculations show that the
and structures are roughly isoenergetic for bothD3h C2v CO3and for all basis sets investigated. Fig. 3 illustratesCO3~ explicitly as a function of level of theory for the*E(D3h[ C2v)aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. It is clear that the theoretical methods

employed do not produce a deÐnitive result concerning the
geometry of the minimum energy structure.

Evidence for symmetry breaking e†ects in andCO
3

CO
3
—

The careful work of Eisfeld and Morokuma24 on the structure
of resulted in the conclusion that previous theoreticalNO3Ðndings for a minimum were the result of symmetryC2vbreaking e†ects, and the only true physical minimum for NO3is the structure. This result was obtained only with aD3hCASSCF/MRCI approach in which the CAS was carefully
chosen to be invariant under the symmetry operations of the

point group. In fact, when the almost entirely emptyD3h 5a1@orbital was left out of this symmetry-constrained CAS, the cal-
culations again resulted in the spurious minimum. AllC2vother theoretical methods lead to the two apparent potential
energy and minima. Eisfeld and Morokuma also dis-C2v D3hcussed several indicators of potential symmetry breaking
behavior from the results of these other theoretical methods

energy di†erences using the aug-cc-pVTZ basisFig. 3 (D3h [ C2v)set as a function of theoretical method.
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for In particular, they note that the UHF wavefunctionsNO3 .
are prone to favor the symmetry breaking structureC2vbecause of the energy lowering due to orbital localization.
Thus, Eisfeld and Morokuma are able to rationalize the result
that their UHF calculations place the spurious structureC2vat lower energy than the structure. In contrast, their MP2D3hcalculations indicate a reversed order, with the structureD3hlower in energy. This result is rationalized with the obser-
vation that MP2 calculations often overestimate resonance
e†ects which, in the case of apparently compensates forNO3 ,
the symmetry breaking energy lowering in the UHF wave-
functions. For the coupled cluster methods, CCSD and
CCSD(T), Eisfeld and Morokuma Ðnd that the andC2v D3hstructures are almost isoenergetic, as the coupled cluster
method more accurately handles electron correlation (as com-
pared to MP2), and the symmetry breaking energy lowering in
the UHF wavefunctions is almost exactly o†set by the reso-
nance e†ect. They also Ðnd that JahnÈTeller distortions from
a to a geometry (a true physical e†ect rather the spu-D3h C2vrious symmetry breaking e†ect discussed above) are likely not
present in because the optimized structure is notNO3 C2vdistorted towards the structure of the electronic state, as2B2one would expect from symmetry-based coupling arguments.

Fig. 3 indicates that precisely the same behavior for CO3and is observed in this study for similar HF, MP2,CO3~CCSD, CCSD(T) calculations as those described by Eisfeld
and Morokuma for the HF method favors theNO3 : C2vstructure, the MP2 method favors the structure, and theD3hCCSD(T) method indicates the and structures areC2v D3hroughly isoenergetic. Recently, Miller and Francisco25 report-
ed that symmetry breaking e†ects are likely present in NO3`,
which is isoelectronic to Therefore, it seems highly likelyCO3 .
that symmetry breaking e†ects are present in the computa-
tional results for both and With the additionalCO3 CO3~.
result that B3LYP geometry optimizations for do notCO3~result in a stationary state and that such DFT calcu-C2vlations are expected to be less prone to symmetry breaking
e†ects, it seems likely that the structure is the only trueD3hphysical minimum for As noted in the introduction,CO3~.
there is some experimental evidence for a structure forC2vfrom IR matrix studies4 and EPR calcite crystal mea-CO3~surements.2 However, subsequent EPR studies of calcite crys-
tals revealed the presence of both and structures forC2v D3hthus indicating that the crystal environment might beCO3~,
responsible for the observed lower symmetry structure.3C2vIn addition, the authors of the matrix study of pointCO3~out that (which most deÐnitely has a structure)NO3~ D3hshows distortions in an argon matrix. Therefore, it seemsC2vthat the experimental evidence cannot be considered to
strongly favor either the or structures forC2v D3h CO3~.
Therefore, for the purposes of calculating the electron affinity
of and thermodynamic quantities for CIMS reactionsCO3involving we used the structure as the basis for theCO3~, D3henergy calculations.

While all of the symmetry breaking phenomenon observed
for are also observed for with respect to how theCO3~ CO3theoretical method inÑuences the relative energies of the C2vand structures, the fact that a stationary state forD3h C2v CO3is obtained from B3LYP geometry optimizations complicates
making a deÐnitive judgment about whether the CO3 C2vstructure is an unphysical one. In addition, inspection of the
MP2/6-31]G(d) harmonic vibrational frequencies obtained
for the structure of (Table 2), indicate anD3h CO3unphysically high value for one of the E@ states (although it
should be pointed out that the B3LYP/6-31G](d) harmonic
vibrational frequency for that state is quite reasonable). Again,
there is experimental evidence from IR matrix studies for a

structure.4,11,12 However, the same questions concerningC2vthe potential of the matrix environment to reduce the
observed symmetry for apply to the case of asCO3~ CO3

well. Therefore, for purposes of calculating the electron affinity
of we used the structure as the basis for the energyCO3 , D3hcalculations. DeÐnitive structure optimization e†orts involv-
ing the symmetry-constrained CASSCF/MRCI method
described by Eisfeld and Morokuma,24 will be required (and
those are beyond the scope of the present work) to deÐnitively
address the structure question for and However,CO3 CO3~.
based on the near isoenergicity of the and states forC2v D3hthe most sophisticated single reference electron correlation
treatment (CCSD(T)), we will demonstrate that the choice of
geometry for both and does not signiÐcantlyCO3 CO3~impact our energy calculations.

Electron affinity of CO
3

The electron affinity for was calculated as a function ofCO3theoretical method (HF, MP2, CCSD, CCSD(T), CASSCF/
MRCI) for the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. The electron affinity
was also calculated from the G2 and adapted G2MS model
chemistry methods, with the geometry optimization steps con-
strained to a geometry for both and TheseD3h CO3 CO3~.
results are presented in Table 4. It is apparent that the high
level CCSD(T) and CASSCF/MRCI methods, as well as the
CCSD(T)-extrapolated G2 and G2MS methods, result in very
similar electron affinity values (ranging from 3.84 to 4.08 eV).
The consistency of the single reference methods and the multi-
reference CASSCF/MRCI method is not too surprising, given
that the test49 (from a CCSD(T)/6-31]G(d) calculation)T 1for multireference character for and yields valuesCO3 CO3~of 0.024 and 0.020, respectively. This result indicates modest
multireference character for and as compared toCO3 CO3~the large diagnostic (also determined from a CCSD(T)/6-T 131]G(d) calculation) of 0.117 for the highly multireference
case of To our knowledge, there have been no previousNO3 .
theoretical calculations performed for the electron affinity of

The experimental results for electron affinity mea-CO3 . CO3surements are presented in Table 5.6,7,26h31 Our results are in
better agreement with the more recently obtained experimen-
tal values,6,7,26 but our values are nonetheless somewhat
higher than any of the experimental results. If electron affin-
ities are calculated instead from all of the other possible C2v

Table 4 Calculated electron affinities (in eV)CO3
Theoretical method Electron afÐnity

HF/aug-cc-pVTZ 6.76
MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ 3.37
CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ 4.88
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ 4.08
CASSCF-MRCI/aug-cc-pVTZ 3.85
G2 3.91
G2MS 3.84

Table 5 Comparison of experimental electron affinities (in eV)CO3
Experimental method Electron afÐnity Ref.

Laser photoelectron 3.26^ 0.17 7
spectroscopy
From thermochemical [3.34 6
cycle afÐnity and *fHFrom EA of radical/*fH 3.48^ 0.18 26
of anion
Laser photoelectron [3.0789 27
spectroscopy
IonÈmolecule reaction [2.7995 28
equilibrium
Photodetachment 2.69^ 0.14 29
Photodetachment 3.25^ 0.15 30
Collision induced 3.10^ 0.20 31
dissociation threshold
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and geometry combinations for and at theD3h CO3 CO3~CCSD(T) level, the assumed geometry case is actuallyD3hÈD3hthe lowest electron affinity value calculated. Therefore, our
relatively high values for the electron affinity cannot be attrib-
uted to the choice of reference geometry for energy calcu-
lations. For example, if a structure for is assumed inC2v CO3the energy calculations, an electron affinity about 0.2 eV
greater than for an assumed geometry is calculated. Thus,D3hany uncertainty about the choice of structures for andCO3exerts a relatively small inÑuence on the calculatedCO3~electron affinity.

Thermodynamics validation calculations

These calculations (compiled in Table 6) show that the accu-
racy of the G2MS method is about 0.1 eV compared to liter-
ature values, which is about the same as that of the G2
method (0.1 eV) for these molecules.34 In particular, if only the
ionÈmolecule reactions andO2~] H2O ] O2~(H2O) CO3~are considered, which are similar to] H2O ] CO3~(H2O)
chemical ionization reactions under tudy here, the accuracy is
seen to be even greater. Therefore, it can be seen that the
G2MS method performs at least as well as the G2 method for
these molecules, with a signiÐcant savings in computational
resources over the G2 method. However, it is necessary to use
at least the G2MS level because lower levels of theory do not
give sufficiently accurate results. For example, we have deter-
mined that the standard deviation from experimental values
for the MP2/6-31G(d) level is 0.7 eV and at the MP2/6-
311]G(d,p) level is 0.3 eV.34

Evaluation of potential CIMS detection scheme

Because ionÈmolecule reactions often proceed near the
collision-limited rate, thermodynamic data are often predictive
of suitable chemical ionization schemes [i.e., exoergic (*G\ 0)
reactions proceed rapidly].50 The optimized geometry, enth-
alpy and Gibbs energy for each of the involved species were
calculated and *H and *G for the reactions below wereH2O2calculated to determine their thermodynamic feasibility :

CO3~] H2O2 ] CO3~(H2O2) (4)

CO3~] H2O2 ] O2~] CO2 ] H2O (5)

CO3~(H2O)] H2O2 ] CO3~(H2O2)] H2O (6)

CO3~(H2O)] H2O2 ] O2~(H2O)] CO2 ] H2O (7)

*H and *G were similarly calculated for the reac-CH3OOH
tions below:

CO3~]CH3OOH]CO3~(CH3OOH) (8)

CO3~]CH3OOH]O2~]CH3OH]CO2 (9)

CO3~]CH3OOH]O2~(CH3OH)]CO2 (10)

CO3~(H2O)]CH3OOH]CO3~(CH3OOH)]H2O (11)

CO3~(H2O)]CH3OOH]O2~(H2O)]CH3OH]CO2 (12)

The calculated structures of all species are given in Fig. 4È6,
Tables 7 and 8 or listed below and were determined via
geometry optimization at the B3LYP/6-31]G(d,p) level,
unless otherwise noted. was calculated to have a linearCO2geometry with the two CÈO bonds lengths determined to be

Fig. 4 The ground state geometry for calculated at theO2~(H2O)
B3LYP/6-31]G(d,p) level. The molecule has a planar structure.C2vAll angles are in degrees and bond lengths in A� .

1.169 was calculated to have an HÈOÈH bond angleA� . H2Oof 105.75¡ and the two OÈH bonds were determined to be
0.965 Hydrogen peroxide was found to have the followingA� .
structural parameters : OÈH bond lengths of 0.971 OÈOA� ,
bond length of 1.457 HÈOÈO bond angles of 100.3¡ and aA� ,
HÈOÈOÈH dihedral angle of 119.5¡. The values are in good
agreement with the experimentally determined structures.51

was calculated to have a OÈO bond length of 1.296O2~ A� .
The harmonic vibrational frequencies (calculated at the
B3LYP/6-31]G(d,p) level) are given in Table 9.

It can be seen that for all of the complexes formed,CO3~tends to bond in a bidentate manner, thus theCO3~ CO3~subunit often assumes local or symmetry (and sym-C2v Csmetry breaking e†ects are therefore not relevant in the CO3~complexes). In our previous calculations on the feasibility of
CIMS detection of peroxides with the reagent ion,F~(H2O)

nwe found a similar bidentate bonding between F~ and H2O2and F~ and although the CÈHÈF bond formedCH3OOH,34
in the complex was found to be much weaker thanCH3OOH
the second (OÈHÈF) bond formed in the complexCH3OOH

Fig. 5 The ground state geometries calculated for (a) (b)CH3OH,
and (c) at the B3LYP/6-31]G(d,p) level.CH3OOH O2~(CH3OH)

The geometrical parameters are given in Table 7.

Table 6 Validation calculations of ionic standard thermodynamic values (in eV)

MP2/ MP2/
6-31G(d)34 6-311]G(d,p)34 G234 G2MS Exp.

Ionisation potential (O2) 11.55 11.51 12.17 11.96 12.0652
Electron afÐnity (NO2) 1.03 1.89 2.34 2.18 2.2753
Proton afÐnity (H2O) 7.20 7.10 7.07 7.06 7.1654
Fluoride afÐnity (HCl) 4.09 2.52 2.54 2.68 2.5354
*H [O2~] H2O ] O2~(H2O)] [1.25 [0.92 [0.82 [0.8055
*H [CO3~] H2O ] CO3~(H2O)] [0.05 [0.13 [0.56 [0.6155
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Fig. 6 The ground state geometries calculated for (a) CO3~(H2O2),(b) and (c) at the B3LYP/6-31]G(d,p)CO3~(H2O) CO3~(CH3OOH)
level. The geometrical parameters are given in Table 8.

or the identical OÈHÈF bonds formed in the complex.H2O2For both and upon formation of a complexH2O2 CH3OOH,
with the C1ÈO2 bond not involved in bondingCO3~,
lengthens while the C1ÈO3 and C1ÈO4 bonds involved in
bonding shorten. For assumes a localCO3~(H2O2), CO3~geometry, however it is unlike the structure discussedC2v C2vfor the bare ion because the unique angle is greater (123.7¡)
than 120¡ in the complex rather than smaller than 120¡. For
both and adopts aCO3~(H2O) CO3~(CH3OOH), CO3~local geometry where none of the OÈCÈO bonds angles areCsequal nor are any of the CÈO bond lengths.

Table 10 shows the calculated standard enthalpy and Gibbs
energy of reaction for reactions (4)È(7) and (8)È(12). It can be
seen that all of the reactions involving are thermody-H2O2

Table 7 Geometrical parameters for andCH3OOH, CH3OH
calculated at the B3LYP/6-31]G(d,p) level. BondO2~(CH3OH)

lengths are given in and angles in degrees. Atom labels are given inA�
Fig. 4

Bond length CH3OH CH3OOH O2~(CH3OH)

C1ÈH2 1.093 1.095 1.094
C1ÈH3 1.101 1.096 1.092
C1ÈH4 1.101 1.098 1.094
C1ÈO5 1.419 1.417 1.416
O5ÈH6 0.965 0.998
O5ÈO7 1.457
O7ÈH6 0.971
H6ÈO7 1.701
O7ÈO8 1.339

Bond angle
H2ÈC1ÈH3 107.9 109.6 109.3
H2ÈC1ÈH4 107.9 109.7 108.7
H2ÈC1ÈO5 106.9 104.6 107.5
C1ÈO5ÈH6 107.6 107.5
C1ÈO5ÈO7 106.1
O5ÈO7ÈH6 99.8
O5ÈH6ÈO7 178.4
H6ÈO7ÈO8 96.0

Dihedral angle
H2ÈC1ÈO5ÈH6 108 176.2
H3ÈC2ÈO5ÈH6 61.5 56.3
H4ÈC1ÈO5ÈH6 [615 [64.4
H2ÈC1ÈO5ÈO7 177.2
H3ÈC1ÈO5ÈO7 58.9
H4ÈC1ÈO5ÈO7 [64.1
C1ÈO5ÈO7ÈH6 115.2
C1ÈO5ÈH6ÈO7 [6.1
O5ÈH6ÈO7ÈO8 0.8

Table 8 Geometric parameters of associations formed between
and and calculated at the B3LYP/6-CO3~ H2O, H2O2 CH3OOH

31]G(d,p) level. Bond lengths are given in and angles in degrees.A�
Atom labels are given in Fig. 5

Bond length CO3~(HOOH) CO3~(H2O) CO3~(CH3OOH)

C1ÈO2 1.288 1.286 1.287
C1ÈO3 1.273 1.279 1.282
C1ÈO4 1.273 1.269 1.264
O4ÈH5 1.801 1.961 1.689
H5ÈO6 0.991 0.979 1.003
O6ÈO7 1.459 1.453
O6ÈH8 0.969
O7ÈH8 0.991
O7ÈC9 1.421
C9ÈH10 1.098
C9ÈH11 1.01
C9ÈH12 1.096

Bond angle
O2ÈC1ÈO3 118.2 116.7 114.0
O3ÈC1ÈO4 123.7 122.8 123.8
C1ÈO4ÈH5 113.1 110.3 126.2
O4ÈH5ÈO6 162.9 154.2 175.1
H5ÈO6ÈO7 101.6 102.1
H5ÈO6ÈH8 99.3
O6ÈO7ÈH8 101.6
O6ÈO7ÈC9 107.0
O7ÈC9ÈH10 104.8
O7ÈC9ÈH11 110.8
O7ÈC9ÈH12 111.3

Dihedral angle
O4ÈC1ÈO2ÈO3 180 180 [179.9
H5ÈO4ÈC1ÈO3 7.2 0 8.6
H5ÈO6ÈO7ÈH8 42.4
O4ÈH5ÈO6ÈH8 [30.2 0
H5ÈO6ÈO7ÈC9 86.7
O6ÈO7ÈC9ÈH10 60.5
O6ÈO7ÈC9ÈH11 178.7
O6ÈO7ÈC9ÈH12 [62.6

namically feasible (exoergic, (*G\ 0). It is worth noting that
the complications (due to symmetry breaking e†ects) in the
choice of geometry for the energy calculations for the bare

ion do not inÑuence the value of *G calculated forCO3~reactions (4), (5) and (8)È(10). If a geometry is assumed forC2vfor the energy calculations, the calculated thermodyna-CO3~mic values are only about 0.1 eV di†erent than for energies
calculated for an assumed structure, and in no case is theD3hsign of *G or *H changed. In particular, both reactions (5)
and (7) are entropically favored, and in the case of reaction (5)
this increase in entropy increases the exoergicity of the reac-
tion from 0.10 to [0.27 eV. In other words, the entropy term
is responsible for increasing the exoergicity such that the reac-
tion is predicted to be thermodynamically spontaneous. On
the other hand, reactions (4) and (6) are entropically dis-
favored. Despite this decrease in entropy, both reactions (4)
and (6) remain exoergic. Therefore, we predict that it is pos-
sible to use both and as the reagent ion inCO3~ CO3~(H2O)
CIMS to detect via reactions (4)È(7). Thus, in principle,H2O2could be detected by CIMS by monitor-H2O2 CO3~(H2O)

ning at m/z\ 94 50 or 32 u.(CO3~(H2O2)), (O2~(H2O)) (O2~)
Since this result indicates that it is possible to detect hydrogen
peroxide at three di†erent viable masses using CIMS, this
approach may be beneÐcial in dealing with potential inter-
ferences from the other chemical species that may arise during
in situ measurements.

It can be seen in Table 7 that reactions (8), (10), (11) and
(12), involving were found to be thermodynami-CH3OOH,
cally favored whereas reaction (9) is not favored. As with the

calculations above, reactions (9) and (12) are entropi-H2O2cally favored. However, this di†erence provided by entropy is
not enough to make reaction (9) exoergic as well (*G\ 0.07
eV). Thus, reaction (9) is not predicted to be thermodynami-
cally feasible (although within the estimated error of the com-
putation technique, it is possible that *G\ 0) whereas
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Table 9 Harmonic frequencies (in cm~1, calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G](d,p) level) for various species used in thermodynamic calculations

Species Frequencies

H2O 1603, 3809, 3931
CO2 640, 640, 1372, 2436
H2O2 372, 946, 1301, 1445, 3770, 3771
CH3OH 330, 1060, 1094, 1179, 1385, 1499, 1509, 1526, 2989, 3035, 3122, 3830
CH3OOH 187, 254, 447, 888, 1050, 1177, 1212, 1371, 1460, 1475, 1527, 3017, 3089, 3125, 3756
O2~ 1173
O2~(H2O) 245, 280, 419, 485, 789, 1081, 1738, 3709, 3855
O2~(CH3OH) 24, 69, 102, 204, 295, 1002, 1100, 1162, 1177, 1192, 1469, 1490, 1506, 1603, 2664, 2948, 2976, 2995
CO3~(H2O) 39, 91, 188, 329, 392, 401, 625, 731, 794, 935, 1336, 1704, 1710, 3748, 3797
CO3~(H2O2) 47, 99, 140, 189, 223, 343, 505, 637, 671, 812, 942, 1086, 1252, 1418, 1495, 1544, 3341, 3388
CO3~(CH3OOH) 21, 46, 70, 91, 136, 207, 286, 383, 450, 512, 809, 868, 884, 1044, 1094, 1178, 1201, 1215, 1447, 1470, 1476

1517, 1539, 2993, 3069, 3100, 3162

Table 10 The calculated standard thermodynamic values (in eV) for reactions between and with and usingH2O2 CH3OOH CO3~ CO3~(H2O)
G2MS theory

Reaction *H *G

CO3~ ]H2O2] CO3~(H2O2) (4) [0.89 [0.49
CO3~] H2O2] O2~] CO2] H2O (5) 0.10 [0.27
CO3~(H2O)] H2O2] CO3~(H2O2)] H2O (6) [0.35 [0.24
CO3~(H2O)] H2O2] O2~(H2O)] CO2] H2O (7) [0.18 [0.48
CO3~ ]CH3OOH] CO3~(CH3OOH) (8) [0.71 [0.35
CO3~] CH3OOH] O2~] CH3OH] CO2 (9) 0.45 0.07
CO3~] CH3OOH] O2~(CH3OH)] CO2 (10) [0.57 [0.65
CO3~(H2O)] CH3OOH] CO3~(CH3OOH)] H2O (11) [0.18 [0.09
CO3~(H2O)] CH3OOH] O2~(H2O)] CH3OH] CO2 (12) 0.17 [0.15

reaction (12) is predicted to be exoergic (*G\ [0.15 eV).
Reaction (17) is entropically disfavored, yet this decrease in
entropy is small enough such that the Gibbs energy change
remains negative. The Gibbs energy change for reaction (11) is
negative (*G\ [0.09 eV) but the error on these calculations
is large enough to make this result uncertain. Thus, we predict
that can be detected using or asCH3OOH CO3~ CO3~(H2O)
the reagent ion via CIMS. could potentially beCH3OOH
detected by CIMS by monitoring at m/z\ 108CO3~(H2O)

n64 or 50 u.(CO3~(CH3OOH), (O2~(CH3OH)) (O2~(H2O))
Note, however, that is predicted to react withCO3~(H2O)
both and to produce (m/z\ 50H2O2 CH3OOH O2~(H2O)
u). Therefore this reaction is a potential interference process
for the unique detection of these peroxides. Reiner et al. have
identiÐed ions at 94 u and 50 u(CO3~(H2O2)) (O2~(H2O))
from the reaction of with in a laboratoryCO3~(H2O) H2O2study. Reiner et al. have observed a CIMS signal at m/z\ 94
amu using as the reagent ion during in situ mea-CO3~(H2O)
surements made in the lower stratosphere and have tentatively
identiÐed this signal as due to resulting fromCO3~(H2O2)reaction (6).33 Therefore, our computational results suggest
that a CIMS detection scheme may be a generalCO3~(H2O)
method for the unique observation of ROOH species, as the

reactions in which the parent mass is conservedCO3~(H2O)
in the ion are predicted to be thermodynamically accessible
for both andH2O2 CH3OOH:

CO3~(H2O)] ROOH] CO3~(ROOH)] H2O (13)

Conclusions

Electronic structure calculations have shown that both CO3and are prone to be inÑuenced by symmetry breakingCO3~e†ects, which we Ðnd are likely to lead to the potentialC2venergy minima observed with most of the theoretical methods
employed in this work. Therefore, because of this artifactual

bias towards the structures for and we believeC2v CO3 CO3~,
that structures are in fact the only physical potentialD3henergy minima for these molecules. DeÐnitive conclusions
concerning the equilibrium structures of and willCO3 CO3~have to await the completion of symmetry-constrained
CASSCF/MRCI optimization studies similar to those
described by Eisfeld and Morokuma for NO3 .24

The Ðrst computational estimates for the electron affinity of
(calculated for structures for both the neutral andCO3 D3hthe anion) have been performed using the high level single

reference CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ, G2, and G2MS theories
and the multireference CASSCF/MRCI (aug-cc-pVTZ basis)
method. The computational results from these methods are
fairly consistent, with values ranging from 3.84 to 4.08 eV.
These values are somewhat higher than the more recent
experimental electron affinity measurements which report
values of about 3.5 eV.6,7,26

Our results indicate that there is thermodynamic support
for using and as reagent ions in CIMSCO3~ CO3~(H2O)
detection schemes for both and Reiner et al.H2O2 CH3OOH.
have shown experimentally that can indeed be detectedH2O2using CIMS with as the reagent ion.33 Therefore,CO3~(H2O)
we propose that CIMS could potentially beCO3~(H2O)
extended as a general detection method for ROOH species.
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